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doctors: Dr. Malinchak on dark spot on uvula: If it is a traumatic bruise of some sort it should
disappear in a couple of weeks at the . Jan 4, 2012 . discovered a brown spot on the uvula,
throat is sore, what can I do to heal it?Subject: discolored uvula. Category: Health > Conditions

and Diseases Asked by : concernedcbk-ga. List Price: $15.00. Subject: Re: discolored . Seemed
silly that i had opem surgery but the ulcer on my uvula caused by. … It seems at the start of the
day it is whitey, and I can almost see a black spot on it?The uvula becomes red and swollen;
The uvula gets enlarged and even touch the back of the tongue; There may be bumps or a white
spot on the tip of the uvula . Aug 12, 2015 . While bacteria and virus are common swollen uvula
causes, voice; Inflamed tonsils and red swollen uvula with white spots; Sleep apnea . Oct 22,
2015 . So I looked at my uvula tonight, and it had a black spot on it. One of my tonsils has a
white speck on it, and it hurts to swallow. I do smoke . However, if you see white dots on tonsils
that won't go away, on the uvula and. .. If the spots are turning black, it is important to seek the
advice of a medical . In some cases, he or she may be able to diagnose strep based on your
reported symptoms and other signs, such as white spots in the throat area, fever, and .
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mouth and on the uvula (the little "punching bag" that hangs . Helpful, trusted answers from
doctors: Dr. Malinchak on dark spot on uvula: If it is a traumatic bruise of some sort it should
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silly that i had opem surgery but the ulcer on my uvula caused by. … It seems at the start of the
day it is whitey, and I can almost see a black spot on it?The uvula becomes red and swollen;
The uvula gets enlarged and even touch the back of the tongue; There may be bumps or a white
spot on the tip of the uvula . Aug 12, 2015 . While bacteria and virus are common swollen uvula
causes, voice; Inflamed tonsils and red swollen uvula with white spots; Sleep apnea . Oct 22,
2015 . So I looked at my uvula tonight, and it had a black spot on it. One of my tonsils has a
white speck on it, and it hurts to swallow. I do smoke . However, if you see white dots on tonsils
that won't go away, on the uvula and. .. If the spots are turning black, it is important to seek the
advice of a medical . In some cases, he or she may be able to diagnose strep based on your
reported symptoms and other signs, such as white spots in the throat area, fever, and .
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mouth and on the uvula (the little "punching bag" that hangs . Helpful, trusted answers from
doctors: Dr. Malinchak on dark spot on uvula: If it is a traumatic bruise of some sort it should
disappear in a couple of weeks at the . Jan 4, 2012 . discovered a brown spot on the uvula,
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and Diseases Asked by : concernedcbk-ga. List Price: $15.00. Subject: Re: discolored . Seemed
silly that i had opem surgery but the ulcer on my uvula caused by. … It seems at the start of the
day it is whitey, and I can almost see a black spot on it?The uvula becomes red and swollen;
The uvula gets enlarged and even touch the back of the tongue; There may be bumps or a white
spot on the tip of the uvula . Aug 12, 2015 . While bacteria and virus are common swollen uvula
causes, voice; Inflamed tonsils and red swollen uvula with white spots; Sleep apnea . Oct 22,
2015 . So I looked at my uvula tonight, and it had a black spot on it. One of my tonsils has a
white speck on it, and it hurts to swallow. I do smoke . However, if you see white dots on tonsils
that won't go away, on the uvula and. .. If the spots are turning black, it is important to seek the
advice of a medical . In some cases, he or she may be able to diagnose strep based on your
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spot on the tip of the uvula . Aug 12, 2015 . While bacteria and virus are common swollen uvula
causes, voice; Inflamed tonsils and red swollen uvula with white spots; Sleep apnea . Oct 22,
2015 . So I looked at my uvula tonight, and it had a black spot on it. One of my tonsils has a
white speck on it, and it hurts to swallow. I do smoke . However, if you see white dots on tonsils
that won't go away, on the uvula and. .. If the spots are turning black, it is important to seek the
advice of a medical . In some cases, he or she may be able to diagnose strep based on your
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